Modular Computer Cabinet

1. Is the Modular CPU cabinet explosion proof?
   No, the cabinet is not explosion proof.

2. What color is the Modular CPU cabinet available in?
   The Modular CPU is only available in white.

4. How many shelves are included in the Modular CPU cabinet?
   One fixed internal shelf, one keyboard tray, one mouse tray, and two side trays are included with the cabinet.

5. How much assembly is involved once I receive the Modular CPU cabinet?
   The cabinet arrives partially assembled.
   The casters, display hood, and accessory trays would require assembly.

6. What is the largest size monitor that will fit within the cabinets display enclosure?
   A flat screen monitor up to 19 inches will fit within the enclosure.
   Old CRT monitors will not fit within the enclosure.

If you would like to speak with a Sales Representative or a Technician, please call us at 248-624-7710. For technical support on our products or additional accessories, please visit our web site: www.dedoes.com.